
BORDON·DO RIOJA·100 % TEMPRANILLO
Young fruit driven red Rioja with lots of red berry and soft tannins

MENDOZA·MALBEC
An intense deep garnet colour, with aromas of red cherries and hints of 
blackberries on the nose.

FINCA VALDEMOYA·CAST. LEON·TEMPRANILLO, CAB SAUV
Pretty much in the Duero style, big rich fruit with a lovely oaky finish. 

BORDON CRIANZA·DO RIOJA·TEMPRANILLO / GARNACHA
Must try, 14 months oak. 

OYUC·MENDOZA (ARGENTINA)·MALBEC
Aged in French oak barrels for 6 months, producing an intense aroma, with 
exquisite freshness with strong notes of red fruits. Well balanced between 
fruit and body and a smooth oaky finish.

TRUMPETER BY RUTINI·MENDOZA (ARGENTINA)·MALBEC
Full body, intense tannins balanced with ripe fruit with hints of
cinnamon and pepper.

MONASTERIO DE PALAZUELOS·DO RUEDA·VIURA / VERDEJO
Clean and fresh with apples and pineapple, well balanced and a rich spicy finish. 

OCATAVO ARTE·LA MANCHA·CHARDONNAY
Crisp, fresh and fruity with aromas of wild flowers and a well-balanced full finish.

FLOR DE VERANO·DO RIAS BAIXAS·ALBARIÑO
Lighter Albariño with a delicate floral nose, a palate of ripe fruit, minerals and 
peaches and a zippy, clean finish.

MIRROR LAKE·MARLBOROUGH (NEW ZEALAND)·SAUVIGNON BLANC
Passion fruit, lime, gooseberries and pears. Crisp on palate, quite grassy with 
gold weight and a full finish.

VIÑA SOLE TÉTE DE CUVÉE·2015 RIOJA·100% VIURA
18 months in new French oak barrels, stirred weekly to rotate the lees. 
Rackings every 6 months. Must try.

BORDON RESERVA 2016·DO RIOJA

VIÑA ALARDE RESERVA 2004·DO RIOJA

BARON D’ANGLADE 2011/16·DO RIOJA

BERBERANA GRAN RESERVA 1991·DO RIOJA

PESQUERA GRAN RESERVA 1996·DO RIBERA DEL DUERO

VEGA SICILIA ÚNICO 2011·DO RIBERA DEL DUERO
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ARCA DE NOE·DO RIOJA·TEMPRANILLO, VIURA.
Light strawberry fruit with powerful summer fruits on the palate and a clean finish

VIBA BLUSH·EXTREMADURA·TEMPRANILLO
Very pale pink! An explosion of strawberry fruit, with a lovely soft and welcoming 
finish.


